XXXXXXXXX ‐ I reviewed the customer service ticket regarding your complaints about XXXXX.
For some reason, you conveniently left out the portions about why you were using the sites, why they
were seized, and the information you were distributing. I’ve seen part of the video portions. I am
assuming that XXXXXXXX gave you the same reason why they did not want to continue service, which
you elected not to share with our team. While they have no authority to effectively steal your domains,
or refuse to provide authorization codes to give you the opportunity to move them, Epik has no interest
in being the registrant to this.
The growth in hatred towards others, and the rhetoric being handed down and used to polarize and
divide more and more individuals, is a perverse and twisted way to live life. There are countless more
pathways more fulfilling than spending it issuing hate and pre‐judgement onto millions of individuals
based on their spiritual beliefs, ethnicity, nationality, language, or religion. I would encourage pursuing a
life of service to others, and to embrace a journey whereby everything placed within your path you treat
with compassion, kindness, love and humility. You are falling victim to a hive‐minded polarization used
to seed darkness, not prevent it.
You are stimulating hate where you should be showing tenderness. Letting corruption take shelter
within the poison of your beliefs. You have both facts and the world turned upside to such a degree,
that you are literally doing the work of darkness that will ultimately cast its own prison about you. I
would turn back, drop to your knees in prayer for forgiveness, and find new passions that allow you to
dismiss the judgement, resentment, hatred, and deception, that will otherwise keep you from a
beautiful existence. What you bind you bind, what you loose you loose, and true transformations always
starts from within. This kingdom you wish to make for yourself, you will ultimately not be worthy of, as
the mirror of your own actions will fall well short of the broken pedestal you have created for others.
If you have purchased domain transfers, I will request that customer service refund them. We have no
interest in being registrar or host to content that seeks to divide so intently and absolutely. This is not
free speech, but a ritualistic wanting to experience mass genocide for your own self‐validation. We’ll
have no part of it.

Thank you for your understanding. I hope you can search your heart to discover the miracle of
reconciliation, and realize that the future can be supernatural in its ability to build bridges, heal past
wrongs, and unite us together with love, hope and new found optimism for the future.

Respectfully yours,

